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Whether you are a beginner, casual user or an IT professional you will learn everything you need to know about Windows 10 in this book! Today only, get this bestseller for a discounted price. Regularly priced at $5.99. This User Guide Will Show You How to Master Your Windows 10 Completely in the Shortest Amount of Time Possible! With the help of this manual you will become familiar with many new ideas, including managing and customizing your desktop and computer background, using Cortana, mastering the Start menu and user accounts, lock screens, applications and much more! Upon completing your Windows 10 user guide journey, you will approach your computer with a coy confidence, excitement and go from dummy to expert in the shortest amount of time possible. The Windows 10 Operating System is the cornerstone of the modern technology. It embodies everything humans seek in modern day software and devices: Ease, accessibility, speed and flexibility. Over the years, Windows has evolved into a seamless, consumer-centric operating system. Every edition of Windows seems to lends to a more refined user experience. In the past, Windows was structured, inflexible and formulaic, offering a generic, identical and standard experience to everyone who used it. As you will soon learn, Windows 10 is versatile and tailored to your personalized needs. It reconciles many of the issues, concerns and flaws noted in previous Windows operating systems, delivering both value and polished performance in the process. Over the course of this user guide, you will master a number of complex and innovative concepts, commands, prompts, and functions.
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Customer Reviews

A decent book, but it didn’t help the friend I bought it for. She needed help turning off all of the hocus pocus in Cortana and getting back to a format she was accustomed to. I will grant that I probably purchased the wrong book, but when a title includes the words "The Ultimate User Guide", I expected more than just the equivalent of a truncated user's manual - I expected ultimate as in "at least tell me how to tell Cortana to get lost with ABC steps." Instead the author tells you how to get in Settings then went on to a different topic without offering more detailed information. Summary: Good for an experienced user who is already comfortable with the evolution of Windows OS. Not good for people who get a new computer or who are upgraded to Windows 10, as my friend was. She "accidentally" allowed her computer to upgrade to 10. She needed an ultimate guide because she doesn’t know the how and why of any system (much less one as advanced as Win 10) - Hart is a great writer, but this book didn’t live up to it’s title.

A very good book written in lay mans terms. Easy to understand and concise. However, there are areas that are not covered, but for the price, very useful

Not very helpful for the average individual. More suited for business.
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